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1. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS POSTED IN ORIGINAL SALE NOTICE: 39
2. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES POSTED IN ORIGINAL SALE NOTICE: 50,415.76
3. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS PROTESTED: 0
4. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES PROTESTED: 0
5. TOTAL NUMBER OF PROTESTS RECEIVED ON THIS SALE: 0
6. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS REMOVED AS A RESULT OF PROTESTS: 0
7. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS REMOVED FOR OTHER REASONS: 0
8. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS OFFERED (DAY OF SALE): 39
9. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES OFFERED (DAY OF SALE): 50,415.76
10. TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS RECEIVING BIDS: 0
11. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES RECEIVING BIDS: 0
12. TOTAL SUM OF HIGH BIDS: 0
13. HIGH BID PER PARCEL: 0
14. HIGH BID PER ACRE: 0
15. TOTAL RECEIPTS (TOTAL MONEY RECEIVED FOR PRESALE OFFERS INCLUDING ADMIN.FEES): 0
16. WERE THERE ANY DISRUPTIONS OR UNUSUAL EVENTS DURING THE SALE: protesters attended but were well mannered – 25 to 30 and all sat in the back public area…started singing after the sale was over
17. ALL MONIES DUE WERE RECEIVED? 0
18. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES DEFERRED FROM THE PRELIMINARY LIST FOR SAGE GROUSE: 0